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For our first block, we will be using a partial seam to finish it off, everything else will be 
pretty straightforward. We will assemble smaller units first, followed by that centre block 
partial seam, adding some spin to the block. The second block is full of more HSTs but yet 
a different layout than that in clues 3 and 4. By now we should be professional HST 
assemblers! You will be proud of your finished product though, this will all be worth the 
effort we are putting in now. The smaller version needs two while the larger version needs 
five Block A. For Block B, the smaller version needs one while the larger version will 
require four.

Block A:
BACKGROUND Smaller Version Larger Version

6-7/8” WOF strips 1 2

Sub-cut to 6-7/8” squares 4 10

Cut squares on ONE 
diagonal for triangles 8 20

5-1/4” WOF strips 1 2

Sub-cut to 5-1/4” squares 4 10

4-7/8” WOF strips Scraps Scraps + 1

Sub-cut to 4-7/8” squares 4 10

FLOWER FABRIC-LIGHT/
MEDIUM Smaller Version Larger Version

9-1/4” WOF strips 1 2

Sub-cut to 9-1/4” squares 2 5

Cut squares on BOTH 
diagonals for triangles 8 20

FLOWER FABRIC-DARK/
MEDIUM Smaller Version Larger Version

4-7/8” WOF strips 1 2

Sub-cut to 4-7/8” squares 4 10
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Let’s break this into small bits to start with. Grab those 5-1/4” 
BACKGROUND and CONTRAST MEDIUM-DARK squares. You will 
NOT use all the BG squares. Please mate them right sides together 
and stitch around the outside with your 1/4” seam allowance. Let’s cut 
these on BOTH diagonals now and we have four HSTs. Press these 
toward the dark fabric.

We need to cut the remaining BACKGROUND 5-1/4” squares on 
BOTH diagonals to add to these HSTs now.

Using the triangles we just cut and the HSTs we just 
assembled, let’s make this unit.

Placement is important so please make sure the added 
triangle is the same direction as mine. These are 
created with the triangles. Press toward the added 
triangle.

Now grabbing the 4-7/8” BACKGROUND and 
FLOWER FABRIC-MEDIUM/DARK squares,  let’s 
mate these RST (right sides together) again and 
stitch down two opposite sides. When we cut 
these, the flower fabric needs to be on TOP and 
we must cut from the bottom left to the top right, 
otherwise, our triangles will be on the wrong sides. 
This truly sounds harder than it is…. SO EASY!!

CONTRAST FABRIC-
LIGHT/MEDIUM Smaller Version Larger Version

4-1/2” WOF strips Scraps OR 1 Scraps + 1

Sub-cut to 4-1/2” squares 4 10

CONTRAST FABRIC-
MEDIUM Smaller Version Larger Version

4-1/2” WOF strips Scraps OR 1 Scraps + 1

Sub-cut to 4-1/2” squares 4 10

CONTRAST FABRIC-
MEDIUM/DARK Smaller Version Larger Version

5-14” WOF strips 1 1

Sub-cut to 5-1/4” squares 2 5

AND 3-3/8” squares 2 5
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Once these are cut and pressed, we are ready to add to 
them! They should look like this now.

We need those FLOWER FABRIC 
9-1/4” triangles now to finish off this 
part of our units.

Now it’s time to stitch these two parts together…

Again, placement is important, please 
make sure your units resemble mine with 
the fabric placement.

Guess what?? We are ready to assemble 
our larger units now. We will need those 
final Contrast - Medium/Dark 2-3/8” square 
for this.

As you can see, this kind of spins as 
we go around the centre square. We 
will start on the “top” and stitch the 
top unit to the centre square, 
stitching about half way down the 
centre square. We will finish this 
seam with our final unit addition.
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Following our first partial seam, 
the rest will be full seams until 
the final one. We will add each 
unit rotating as we go, stitching 
from end to end each time.

Our final seam will be the finishing of the seam we 
started with.

This will be done by placing these units RST as 
always and stitching from the partial seam to the 
edge (or at least, that’s how I do it!!).

We are ready to put this on point by adding those 
final 6-7/8” BG triangles to the long straight 
sections.

These should measure 16-1/2” now and be 
pressed away from the centre. WELL DONE!
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Finally, let’s add those remaining CONTRAST 
squares to the corners to help the secondary 
pattern in our quilt top just POP!

The like fabrics should be in opposite 
diagonal corners. These will be just like our 
Clue 2 flowers as far as the corners are 
concerned.

Press toward those corners again, after 
trimming to your 1/4” seam allowance (stitch 
and flip). DONE!

Block B: Smaller version, you may choose to make your HSTs differently as we won’t use 
all you make here.

I think this is the last of the HSTs we will make!! Once 
these are assembled and squared to 4-1/2”, we need to 
assemble more of those “legs” like in previous clues.

Smaller version, you will need four (4) of these, Larger 
version needs sixteen (16).

BACKGROUND Smaller Version Larger Version

10” WOF strips 1 2

Sub-cut to 10” squares 2 4

CONTRAST FABRIC-
LIGHT/MEDIUM Smaller Version Larger Version

10” WOF strips 1 2

Sub-cut to 10” squares 2 6

CONTRAST FABRIC-
MEDIUM Smaller Version Larger Version

10” WOF strips 1 2

Sub-cut to 10” squares 2 6
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The smaller version only needs one of these, so it MUST be a specific way to make the 
pattern meet. You will make the one on the left only. The larger version needs four of 
these, two like the right pic and two like the left. All can be make with the unit we created 
on page 5, just by rotating the units.

Smaller version needs one of these: Larger version needs two and two:

Finished these should be pressed and measure 16-1/2”. 

WELL DONE! That was a bit of tricky work!! You are going to be so pleased with the 
result!!
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